Hertford College’s Registered Visiting Student Programme
Term Dates for the 2020-2021 Academic Year

**Michaelmas Term 2020**

- New students arrive for the Humanities and History Seminar:  
  *Sunday September 6*th* (Sunday - 1*st* Week Michaelmas Term)*
- New students arrive for the Academic Year:  
  *Sunday October 4*th* (Sunday 0*th* Week Michaelmas Term)*
- Term ends on Saturday December 5*th*. September Seminar students must depart *Sunday December 6*th* (Sunday 9*th* Week Michaelmas Term).*
- Students here for the academic year do not have to vacate their rooms but can leave their belongings tidily in their rooms over the vacation. Please note that College closes completely for 10 days between Christmas and New Year.

**Hilary Term 2021**

- New students arrive for Hilary and Trinity Terms:  
  *Sunday January 10*th* (Sunday 0*th* Week Hilary Term)*
- Academic Year students return for Hilary Term:  
  **No later** than *Thursday January 14*th* (Thursday 0*th* Week Hilary Term)*
- Term Ends: *Saturday March 13*th* (Saturday 8*th* Week Hilary Term).* Students here for the academic year and two term option do not have to vacate their rooms but can leave their belongings tidily in their rooms over the vacation. Many students use the vacation to travel but it is also a good idea to plan some study weeks in Oxford to prepare for the following term.

**Trinity Term 2021**

- New students arrive for Trinity Term only (10 week programme):  
  *Thursday April 15*th* (Thursday -1*st* Week Trinity Term)*
- Academic Year and Hilary and Trinity Term students return for Trinity Term:  
  **No later than** *Thursday April 22*nd* (Thursday 0*th* Week Trinity Term)*
- All Academic Year and Hilary and Trinity Term students must depart:  
  *Sunday 20*th* June (Sunday 9*th* Week Trinity Term)*
- Trinity Term only (10 week programme) students must depart:  
  *Sunday 27*th* June (Sunday 10*th* Week Trinity Term)*